Flight Path
Wright & Tran are back! This second in
the series provides twists & turns that
you won’t see coming!
Kara Wright and Tien Tran, combat veterans of an
elite intelligence unit, now make their living as
Private Investigators. Often working the mundane,
just occasionally they get to use all their former
training.
"I'd like you to make sure the dead are really
dead."
So it is that the enigmatic Franklyn tasks Kara and
Tien to investigate the apparent suicide of a local
celebrity. Within days the women are embarked on a pursuit that leads halfway
around the globe and into the darkest recesses of the human condition. Kara, Tien
and their team will endure mental stress worse than anything they experienced from
combat and, like combat, not everyone makes it home.
Flight Path continues the high octane pace set in Face Value. This is an edge of
your seat ride from the opening chapters. With events that could ultimately tear the
team apart.
Synopsis:
Kara Wright and Tien Tran are back.
Months after end of first book Franklyn finally gets in touch with Kara. A local minor
celebrity TV host & DJ involved in charity fund raising for a number of children
caught in a rare “cancer hotspot” has committed suicide. Funds were being raised to
send the children for experimental treatment in US, but the money has gone too.
From a seemingly simple request that requires nothing more than the confirmation of
a suicide, Kara Wright, Tien Tran and their loose team of ex-intelligence operators
are drawn in to a sickening and dangerous world of secret organisations and moral
corruption.
Forced to react to the threats encountered, they must place one of their own in
harm’s way and hope that when the final reckoning comes, they will be near enough
to help.
This book draws you into an intricate game of cat & mouse that could ultimately
destroy all that Kara & Tien have built.

Reviews For Flight Path
“Second in the series and in my humble opinion, they are going from strength to
strength. Good story throughout and great to see the central characters being
fleshed out more. I like the small touches of authenticity that for me ground the story
and provide a healthy dose of credibility during the fiction…Highly recommended and
bring on the third.” And “I absolutely loved this novel, especially the " development"
of the secondary characters. The story line is very plausible and kept me enthralled
from the first sentence. Can hardly wait for Fall Guys.”
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